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Summary 
Our service users: 

The majority of our service users are small voluntary and community sector organisations - (75% of respondents 

have an annual income of less than £100,000). The average income of survey respondents is higher than last year (in 

2012 - 77% had income below £100,000). We also work with and support larger organisations and 11% of survey 

respondents had incomes of over £250,000 (compared with 7% in 2012).   

Our performance: 

2013 has proven to be another excellent year for WYCAS in the perception of our service users. They continue to 

report that we provide them with high quality services - 98.3% rate our services as excellent or good. Our one-to-one 

personalised support and accounts preparation/examination services are particularly valued with over 83% of 

recipients rating them excellent.   

What do you think of the service we gave you? 

User rating 2013 2012 2011 2010 

Excellent 69.1% 64.8% 72.2% 67.1% 

Good  29.2% 33.6% 26.9% 31.0% 

Average   1.7%   1.3%   0.9%   1.9% 

Poor   0.0%   0.0%   0.0%   0.0% 

Unacceptable   0.0%   0.3%   0.0%   0.0% 

   Number of responses            454 599               681              693 

Our impact: 

Over three quarters (77%) (2012 – 73%) of our service users thought that we had been very helpful in improving 

their financial management and governance arrangements. This included: 

• planning and budgeting; 

• financial decision making; 

• record keeping and procedures; and  

• costing fundraising bids and reporting to funders 

As in previous years, we received a large volume of complimentary feedback about the quality of the services we 

provided and the resulting benefit to service users. In terms of our organisational value, narrative comments 

emphasised focused on: 

• Lack of access to alternative sources of specialist financial and technical expertise (on the grounds of cost or 

knowledge of the sector); 

• The importance of this expertise in helping them to develop their governance arrangements and fulfil their 

legal and funder obligations 

 Our learning: 

There were few suggestions for improving or changing the service. The vast majority are very happy with the existing 

range and quality of services.  We will take account of feedback received and in particular relating to our training. 

In response to the ending of our Big Lottery funding - around £100,000 a year - in 2014/15, 80% of service users in 

principle would be prepared to make some payment for one to one support. Although supportive, their feedback 

confirms, that fees alone will not support this service on an ongoing basis; we are focusing on obtaining further grant 

funds to sustain this work beyond 2014/15.   
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Our service users 
 

Which district are you based in? 

The majority of responses came from service users in Leeds and Bradford… 

 

What is your annual income? 

We serve a wide range of different sized organisations; most have an annual income of less than £100,000… 
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Our performance 
 

What did you think of the service we gave you? 

Over 98% of all service user assessments were excellent or good – one to one support is particularly valued … 
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We received over 100 separate comments from users on the usefulness of our services to them.  The exhibit below 

shows a ‘word cloud’ of the 40 most commonly used words – from a total of 296 – in their narrative feedback. The 

larger the text size the more often the word was used. 

The most frequently used words typically describe: 

• the services we provide (‘annual’ ‘accounts’, ‘one to one’ work ‘independent examination’ and ‘training’) 

• what our users value (‘helpful’, ‘support’, ‘advice’ and ‘guidance’) 

• how they feel we deliver them (‘excellent’, ‘efficient’, ‘friendly’, ‘personal’  ‘service’) 

 

What have you found to be of most benefit from your contact with WYCAS? 

Our beneficiaries value the help and support we provide… 
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Our impact 

 
We asked service users about our impact in helping them to improve in the following financial management and 

governance related areas: 

• financial record-keeping; bookkeeping/ 

computerised accounts 

• annual accounts 

 

• clarity on financial responsibilities • financial procedures 

• financial planning and budgeting • reporting to funders 

• costing for fundraising bids • financial decision making 

 

 

Has our input helped you improve your financial management and governance arrangements? 

Our support was consistently rated as helpful... usually very...in improving a wide range of areas (see above)....  

 

 

We asked users why they thought there was a need for WYCAS and the services we provide.  We had over 130 

separate responses, some of which are included in the exhibit below. As in previous years the consistent themes 

emerging were: 

• the ability to access specialist financial expertise that would otherwise not be available on the grounds of 

cost; and 

• the importance of this expertise in enabling organisations to develop their governance and management 

arrangements and fulfil their legal and funding obligations. 
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Why do you think there is a need for the services WYCAS offers? 

Representative sample of service user comments... 

Accessibility to specialist high quality support 

…“ It is cost effective and WYCAS understands the needs of VCS organisations.” 

 

…”Because quite frankly groups like [ours] would not survive. I cannot rate WYCAS highly enough – invaluable 

organisation with great staff.” 

 

…”Most charities are run by volunteers who require support from specialists such as yourselves personally, as 

treasurer of an organisation I would not know where to go if WYCAS was not there.” 

 

…“Small projects like ours do not have access to such specialist advice and assistance at a cost that we could afford 

in the open market.” 

 

“…Price of high street accountants is beyond reach of many charities.” 

 

..”Because no other organisation offers this kind of tailored support. WYCAS staff know and understand each 

organisation they work with and this helps them provide the right kind of support and advice. Even more important 

when many groups are experiencing funding cuts and need to constantly monitor their finances.” 

 

...”WYCAS is a highly specialised service – many mainstream accounting practices do not have a lot of experience 

of charities – especially small charities.” 

 

…”WYCAS has specialist knowledge of charity organisations, know the local clients and can translate complicated 

information easily to those where accounting is not their primary focus. Increasing responsibility is placed on 

organisations to do the right thing and WYCAS explain what this is!” 

 

…“You offer excellent value for money and I trust the organisation.” 

 

Addressing need and developing capacity and capability in the third sector 

…“Affordable straight forward accounting is essential.” 

 

...”As a small non-profit making charity we rely on the services of companies like WYCAS to ensure that we are 

meeting our financial requirements for a reasonable price.” 

 

…“Because we couldn't afford to pay an accountant but we now are able to keep our own books and complete our 

annual return.” 

 

...“Without WYCAS we could have made many mistakes – “A stitch in time saves nine” – WYCAS understands the 

difficulties we face in light of increasing accountability and rigour.” 

 

…“As a small charity we do not have the expertise that is needed to ensure we comply and produce necessary legal 

information to other bodies and a service like WYCAS enables [us] to access support to fill the gaps.” 

 

…“To support organisations to carry out their charitable remit for the activities that they do (charitable purposes) 

and to promote accountability and efficiency of financial management. Civil society has an increasing role in 

service provision so WYCAS support this. No other organisation is doing this, and also on a not for profit basis, with 

a shared ethos.” 

 

…”Financial people come and go in the Voluntary Sector and are often under skilled for their roles. Managing 

finances is the hardest part of running a successful organisation but it is also hard to find people to do this on a 

voluntary basis. Those people need non-judgmental support and this is what WYCAS provides.” 

 

…”Finances can be scary and having the support of an organisation that knows voluntary sector finances inside 

and out has been an essential part of [our] development.” 
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Our learning 
 

What could be improved or changed? 

We asked our service users about what could be improved or changed about the way we work or what we do. As in 

previous years the most common response to this question was ‘nothing’. The following examples were typical: 

o “I am completely satisfied with your organisation and the work it does in the community” 

o “Nothing needs changing as far as we are concerned” 

o “There must be something but cannot think what”  

There were few common themes among specific comments that were made. However, we did receive some useful 

practical feedback relating to aspects of our training – including suggestions to further improve the accessibility to 

our courses. We will review and follow-up all feedback received and use this to inform developments in our service 

over the coming year. 

 

Charging for services – Would you be prepared to pay for a one to one support visit? 

The majority of our services are currently available without charge thanks to funding provided by the Big Lottery,  

supported by varying levels of grant by some but not all of the authorities in West Yorkshire . The primary exception 

is for accounts preparation and examination where depending on the size of the organisation a subsidised charge is 

made using this funding. During 2014/15 our Big Lottery funding finishes – this represents almost a third of our 

income.  

We asked service users about whether they would be prepared to pay something to continue to receive one to one 

support from us. Almost 80% of respondents said ‘yes’ in principle to making some contribution though the following 

important themes were reflected in the valuable narrative comments made: 

o Need for realism about what could be afforded by organisations many of which are under similar financial 

pressures 

o Importance of clearly relating fees to the ability to pay – for example by using a sliding scale based on 

organisational income 

We will take account of the feedback received in developing our thinking about and reviewing our charging policies 

during 2014. We know that much of this core one-to-one support can never be paid for through fees alone and for it 

to continue in future will need additional funding support. We are focusing efforts on seeking grant funding from 

various sources, including the West Yorkshire local authorities to ensure that support remains available and 

particularly so, for the smallest voluntary groups who are unable to pay anything. This is the reason WYCAS was 

created – to provide third sector organisations unable to pay commercial prices with access to specialist financial 

and accounting support. 

In the meantime our service users can help us by - where possible - including a budget for our support in any grant 

applications they make.     

 

 

  

 


